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HP DHE-8005U Wired headphones (black)
The HP DHE-8005U headphones are an excellent solution for those who expect not only excellent sound but also comfort and a stylish
appearance. Equipped with 40mm drivers, they provide rich and clear sound that will immerse you in your favorite music or game. Their
additional advantage is the colorful RGB lighting, which gives them a modern character.
 
Top-Level Sound
The 40mm drivers and wide frequency response from 20 Hz to 20 kHz ensure excellent spatial sound quality, meeting the expectations
of even the most demanding users.  Get ready for deep bass,  pleasing mid-tones,  and crystal-clear high tones -  with HP, no detail  will
escape you. Now listening to music, watching movies, or playing games will become even more enjoyable!
 
Practical Microphone
Do you often play online games? Do you want to comfortably communicate with friends during gameplay? Or perhaps you participate in
video conferences or online training sessions? The HP DHE-8005U headphones will excel in these and many other applications! They are
equipped with an omnidirectional microphone with excellent sensitivity, which will accurately register your voice in almost any situation.
It is also distinguished by its rotating, adjustable design, allowing you to customize it to your needs.
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Colorful RGB Lighting
The HP DHE-8005U headphones stand out with impressive RGB lighting, giving them a unique character. Thanks to it, they immediately
attract attention and look incredibly stylish. They will surely appeal to many gaming enthusiasts!
 
User Comfort
Enjoy the ultimate comfort. The adjustable headband and soft ear cushions of the headphones ensure a comfortable fit even during long
hours of gaming or listening to music. You also have buttons conveniently placed to quickly mute the microphone or turn off the lighting.
Additionally,  the  built-in  dial  allows  for  convenient  volume  control.  With  HP,  all  the  most  important  functions  are  always  at  your
fingertips!
 
 
 
Manufacturer
HP
Model
DHE-8005U
Color
Black
Frequency Response
20 Hz - 20 kHz
Driver
40 mm
Sensitivity
116 dB + 3 dB
Impedance
20Ω ± 15%
Rated Power
10 mW
Microphone Type
Omnidirectional
Microphone Dimensions
4 x 1.5 mm
Microphone Sensitivity
-42 dB ± 3 dB
SNR
≥ 58 dB
Lighting
RGB
Connectors
3.5 mm jack, USB 7.1 (for LED lighting)
Cable Length
2.1 m
Weight
305 g
Dimensions
220 x 165 x 100 mm
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Preço:

€ 28.50

Audio, Headphones, Wired
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